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Childhood trauma (CT) has been identified as a potential
risk factor for the onset of psychotic disorders. However,
to date, there is limited consensus with respect to which
symptoms may ensue after exposure to trauma in early
life, and whether specific pathways may account for these
associations. The aim of the present study was to use
the novel network approach to investigate how different
types of traumatic childhood experiences relate to specific
symptoms of psychotic disorders and to identify pathways
that may be involved in the relationship between CT and
psychosis. We used data of patients diagnosed with a
psychotic disorder (n = 552) from the longitudinal observational study Genetic Risk and Outcome of Psychosis
Project and included the 5 scales of the Childhood
Trauma Questionnaire-Short Form and all original symptom dimensions of the Positive and Negative Syndrome
Scale. Our results show that all 5 types of CT and positive and negative symptoms of psychosis are connected
through symptoms of general psychopathology. These
findings are in line with the theory of an affective pathway to psychosis after exposure to CT, with anxiety as a
main connective component, but they also point to several
additional connective paths between trauma and psychosis: eg, through poor impulse control (connecting abuse to
grandiosity, excitement, and hostility) and motor retardation (connecting neglect to most negative symptoms). The
results of the current study suggest that multiple paths
may exist between trauma and psychosis and may also be
useful in mapping potential transdiagnostic processes.
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Introduction
Childhood trauma (CT) has been extensively investigated as a potential risk factor for the onset and course
of psychosis, and found to relate to some of the most
severe forms of symptomatology in adulthood, including hallucinations, delusions, and paranoia (here used
with the meaning “suspiciousness”).1–4 However, in spite
of intense research into the topic, the nature of the relationship between CT and psychosis is yet to be fully
understood.
Current psychometric practices in psychopathology
research conceptualize psychotic disorders—and mental
disorders in general—as common causes of symptoms.5
In other words, symptoms are taken to be indicators of
an underlying disease entity and correlations between
symptoms can be fully explained by the common influence of the latent variable. Despite decades of research,
however, finding such underlying causes for symptoms
has been very rare6; instead, the causes appear to be
multifactorial, thus, challenging the likelihood of a
common cause explanation for associations between
symptoms.7–10 As a result, in recent years, the common
cause approach to mental disorders has been called
into question and the dynamical systems conceptualization of psychopathology gained ground, leading to the
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a role in stress response.28–30 It is thus possible that CT
may lead to psychosis due to increased emotional reactivity to daily life stress, supporting the construct of an
affective pathway to psychosis.31 Alternatively, cognitive models of psychosis argue that trauma may lead to
negative beliefs about the self, world, and others. These
beliefs may in turn lead to distressing interpretations
of everyday events, eventually resulting in psychotic
experiences.32
One limitation of many existing studies is that these
investigated the relationship between CT and positive
psychotic symptoms (primarily hallucinations and delusions), but less attention was given to other symptom
scales in patient populations. This may be an important
omission, as the psychosis spectrum is composed of multiple symptom domains, covering in addition to positive
psychotic symptoms, also negative psychotic symptoms
as well as affective and cognitive symptoms.33 In the present study, all these symptom dimensions are considered.
To this end, we used the most widely accepted questionnaire to assess symptom severity in psychotic disorders:
the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS).34
The PANSS consists of 3 subscales: the positive scale,
the negative scale, and the general psychopathology
scale. The aim of the present study is to contribute to the
efforts of revealing the nature of the relationship between
CT and psychosis, by analyzing the network structure
of all underlying symptoms of psychotic disorders and
their relationship to CT. This may give insights into both
the relationship between CT and psychotic symptoms,
and the potential pathways that may account for this
association.
Method
Participants
We analyzed data (database version 3.2) from the longitudinal observational cohort study “Genetic Risk and
Outcome of Psychosis Project” (GROUP),35 which was
designed to study vulnerability and protective factors for
variation in expression and course of nonaffective psychotic disorders. The full GROUP sample consists of
patients with psychotic disorders (n = 1120), their siblings (n = 1057), their parents (n = 919), and a control
group (n = 590). In the present study, we used data from
the patient sample only. The patients were recruited from
36 mental health care institutions in The Netherlands
and Belgium including 4 academic medical centers
(Amsterdam, Groningen, Maastricht, and Utrecht).
Inclusion criteria for participating patients were the age
between 16 and 50 years, meeting full DSM18 criteria for
a nonaffective psychotic disorder, maximum duration
of illness of 10 years, and estimated level of intelligence
quotient above 70. More detailed information of sample
characteristics and recruitment methods has been previously published.35
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development of “network models”.11 In network models,
correlations between symptoms are no longer explained
by the common latent factor (ie, mental disorder), but
mental disorders are conceptualized as complex systems,
in which symptoms and psychological, biological, and
sociological components have autonomous causal power
to influence each other.11–13 Within this framework, the
associations among symptoms are conceptualized to
constitute the disorder—an external trigger could produce a certain symptom (eg, anxiety), which could in
turn activate other symptoms (eg, paranoia). In addition, in contrast to the common cause model and in
line with clinicians’ viewpoints,14 network models allow
for the notion of mutually reinforcing symptom cycles
(eg, social withdrawal leading to poor rapport and poor
rapport leading in turn to social withdrawal). To date,
the network approach contributed to several advancements in psychopathology research7,15,16 and personality
research.17 For instance, it was found that losing a partner (ie, bereavement) mainly impacted on the symptom
“loneliness,” which in turn activated other depression
symptoms.15 In addition, non-DSM18 symptoms, such as
sympathetic arousal, were identified to be as central in
a network (ie, as important) as DSM depression symptoms.19 Finally, at least in depression, symptom network
structures appear to be associated with the prospective
course of the disorder: The symptom network is more
strongly connected in the subgroup of individuals with a
worse prognosis.20
The current article used the network framework to
address 2 issues in psychosis research that have yet to be
solved. First, there is limited consensus whether CT only
evokes specific psychotic symptoms or all symptoms to
the same degree. For instance, several studies have specifically linked CT to hallucinations,21 to both hallucinations
and delusions,2,22–24 and found no significant link between
CT and negative symptoms.1 More recent research, however, highlighted the heterogeneity in the relationship
between CT and psychotic symptoms. In a large sample
of patients with psychosis, childhood abuse and neglect
resulted in a vulnerability to develop both (subthreshold) positive and negative symptoms25; all positive symptoms were more pronounced in the context of abuse.26
Furthermore, in a large recent epidemiological study,
no evidence for specificity of any of the CT variables
(emotional neglect, physical abuse, psychological abuse,
or sexual abuse) to any of the psychotic experiences was
identified and CT was associated with a wide range of
psychotic symptoms.27
Second, the exploration of potential mechanistic
pathways that account for the association between CT
and psychosis is at very best in its infancy. It has been
hypothesized that traumatic experiences may result in
structural and neurochemical abnormalities in the brain
and nervous system, thereby affecting the function of
the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis, which plays
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Symptomatology
We used the first wave of data from the PANSS as an
interview-rated measure of symptom severity in the
patient population. The PANSS consists of 30 items
divided in 3 subscales: the positive scale (eg, hallucinations, paranoia), the negative scale (eg, social withdrawal,
blunted affect), and the general psychopathology scale
(eg, anxiety and poor impulse control). It is scored by a
trained interviewer on a 7-point Likert-type scale, ranging from 1 (absent) to 7 (very severe).
34

Childhood Trauma

Network Construction
We constructed networks in which each of the PANSS
symptoms and each of the 5 scales of the CTQ-SF questionnaire are represented as “nodes,” and an “edge”
between 2 nodes indicates a partial correlation between
the 2 variables, after conditioning on all other variables
in the dataset. Green edges illustrate positive partial correlations, red edges negative partial correlations, and the
wider and more saturated the edge, the stronger the correlation.39 State of the art methodology from the field
of statistical learning was utilized to select which edges
should be included in the network. These edges can be
interpreted as predictive effects. Thus, the networks lie
in-between correlation networks (in which connections
represent zero-order correlations) and fully directed
causal networks (in which all connections are oriented):
They represents the part of the pairwise association

Network Analysis
The resulting network was further analyzed by investigating the importance (centrality) of each node in the
network. This can be captured in centrality measures
of which three were investigated here: node strength,
betweenness, and closeness.46–48 In weighted networks,
node strength is a measure of the number and strength of
connections. “Betweenness” measures how often a node
lies on the shortest path between every combination of 2
other nodes, indicating to what extent the node facilitates
the flow of information through the network. The “closeness” of a node measures the average distance from that
node to all other nodes in the network, with high closeness indicating a short average distance between a given
node and the remaining nodes in the network.
Next, networks illustrating the shortest paths between
each trauma scale and the positive and negative symptoms of the PANSS were computed. In comparison to the
first network, these networks allow clear identification of
possible pathways and mediating items between trauma
and psychotic symptoms. The shortest path between 2
nodes represents the minimum number of steps needed to
go from one node to the other,49 and it is computed using
Dijkstra’s algorithm.50 This can be seen as a roadmap
including all possible routes from destination A to destination B, but only one of these routes being quicker—
this would then be the route highlighted in the shortest
path network. Our networks illustrate what the shortest
routes are from each CT scale to the different clusters of
positive and negative psychotic symptoms. Given that the
Page 3 of 10
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CT was measured with the Dutch version of the Childhood
Trauma Questionnaire-Short Form (CTQ-SF).36 First
wave data were collected at the Maastricht site, whereas
follow-up measurements were collected at the other sites.
The CTQ-SF is a self-report questionnaire, consisting of
24 items, which were scored on a 5-point Likert-type scale,
ranging from 1 (never true) to 5 (always true). The CTQ
measured 5 types of childhood maltreatment (before the
age of 17 years): physical neglect (failure of caretaker to
provide basic necessities for a child such as food, clothing,
shelter); physical abuse (bodily assault on a child posing a
risk of or resulting in injury); emotional neglect (failure
of caretaker basic emotional and psychological needs for
a child, such as love and nurturance); emotional abuse
(verbal assaults on a child, such as humiliation); and sexual abuse (unwanted sexual contact or conduct between
a child and an adult). Each scale encompassed 5 items,
with the exception of the sexual abuse scale, from which
the item “Molestation” was removed in the current study
due to improper translation into Dutch.37 A sum-score
was calculated for each scale and used when computing
the networks—the sum of the sexual abuse scale was multiplied by 5/4 to have approximately the same mean levels
as the other scales.38

structure that cannot be explained by other variables in
the model.
More technically, we fitted a Gaussian graphical model
(GGM)40 to the data. A GGM is an undirected network,
in which a missing edge indicates that 2 variables are independent after conditioning on the set of remaining variables. To control for spurious connections that may result
from sampling error, as well as to estimate a more interpretable and sparse model, recent literature41 suggests to
employ L1 regularization.42 L1 regularization corrects for
Type 1 errors and reduces the overall strength of parameter estimates, for model simplification (ie, the small values
will thus become exactly 0, whereas the others values will
be shrunken)43; in addition, we used a minimum absolute value of 0.03 for visualization. L1 regularization utilizes a tuning parameter that controls the sparsity of the
model, which can be selected by minimizing the extended
Bayesian information criterion.44 The EBIC itself utilizes
a tuning hyperparameter γ, typically set to 0.5, which was
shown to yield accurate network estimations.45–47 This
method converges to the true network, assuming that a
set of sparse pairwise interactions indeed underlie the
data.48 For more details, we refer the reader to the cited
tutorial article.41
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Results
In total, after removing all missing data, 552 patients
were included in the analyses. The participating patients,
of whom 75% were male, had a mean age of 30.8 years
(SD = 7.27). On the basis of a cutoff score of low to
moderate severity,38 approximately 25% of the patients
reported being physically neglected, 79% emotionally
neglected, 25% sexually abused, 26% emotionally abused,
and 16% physically abused. A significant gender difference (P = .01) was identified on the sexual abuse scale,
with females reporting higher scores than males.
All missing data were removed using the listwise deletion method. Comparison of participating patients
with excluded patients revealed a significant difference

(P = .008) in gender, with the number of male patients
being higher in the sample excluded due to missing data.
We have carried out a missing completely at random test
using the R-package “MissMech,”54 which confirmed
that the PANSS and CT data were missing at random.
No significant differences were identified between the
omitted participants and participants who were included
in the analytic sample on age, diagnosis, scores on the
PANSS interview, and CT reports (all P > .05), with the
exception of the score on the physical neglect scale of the
CTQ (P = .048). In addition, no significant differences
were found (all comparison > .05) in the PANSS scores
between participants who completed the PANSS and the
CTQ at baseline and participants who completed the
PANSS but were not available for CT assessment.
Table 1 presents the demographic and clinical characteristics of the sample, the mean sum-scores on the 3
PANSS dimensions and the 5 dimensions of the CTQ-SF.
Table 2 presents the item distribution and the item labels
for all following networks. The current data were not univariate normally distributed, and as such, a nonparanormal transformation55 to relax the normality assumption
was applied prior to constructing the networks.
CT and PANSS
The first network we constructed illustrates the relationship between CT and all 3 scales of the PANSS (ie,
positive symptoms, negative symptoms, and general psychopathology symptoms; figure 1). When evaluating the
network, strikingly, there is no connectivity between the
CT scales and positive or negative psychotic symptoms;
CT only connects to the general psychopathology scale
of the PANSS. Node CT5 (physical abuse) is positively

Table 1. Demographic and Clinical Characteristics of Participating Patients: Means (SD)
Variable

Men (n = 418)

Women (n = 134)

Total (n = 552)

Age (years)
Diagnostic
Schizophrenia
Schizophreniform
Schizoaffective
Delusional
Psychotic NOS
PANSS (sum)
Positive symptoms
Negative symptoms
General psychopathology
CTQ-SF (sum)
Emotional neglect
Physical neglect
Emotional abuse
Physical abuse
Sexual abuse

30.35 (6.59)

32.01 (8.99)

30.76 (7.27)

294 (53.3%)
12 (2.2%)
63 (11.4%)
7 (1.2%)
42 (7.6%)

86 (15.6%)
7 (1.2%)
28 (5.1%)
0
13 (2.4%)

380 (68.9%)
19 (3.4%)
91 (16.5%)
7 (1.2%)
55 (10%)

12.93 (5.42)
13.65 (5.69)
27.67 (8.26)

11.16 (4.64)
12.04 (5.15)
25.18 (7.72)

12.50 (5.29)
13.26 (5.60)
27.06 (8.20)

18.80 (4.25)
12.18 (1.82)
8.83 (3.85)
6.25 (2.65)
10.30 (3.04)

18.25 (4.75)
11.90 (1.83)
9.96 (4.77)
6.28 (2.71)
9.75 (2.86)

18.69 (4.38)
12.11 (1.83)
9.11 (4.19)
6.26 (2.66)
10.17 (3.00)

Note: CTQ-SF, Childhood Trauma Questionnaire-Short Form; PANSS, Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale; Psychotic NOS,
Psychotic not otherwise specified.
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partial correlations between one node and all other nodes
in the network are directly related to the regression coefficients obtained in a multiple regression model, these can
thus be interpreted as predictive effects51: Two connected
nodes predict each other, and any node that connects the
2 nodes (eg, node B in the pathway A-B-C) can be seen
to mediate the predictive quality between the 2 nodes.
As such, a partial correlation network can be viewed as
a causal skeleton encompassing the existence of putative
causal relationships.
All analyses were performed using the “R”-statistical
software.52 The networks were constructed and visualized using the R-package “qgraph.”39 The layout used
when computing the networks was the Fruchterman and
Reingold layout,53 which places the nodes with stronger
connections into the center of the network, and the nodes
with weaker connections closer to the periphery of the
network.

A Network Approach to Trauma and Psychosis

Table 2. Items of the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale and
the Childhood Trauma Questionnaire-Short Form and Their
Assigned Colors and Labels
Domain Color

Item Description

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
N1
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6
N7
GP1
GP2
GP3
GP4
GP5
GP6
GP7
GP8
GP9
GP10
GP11
GP12
GP13
GP14
GP15
GP16
CT1
CT2
CT3
CT4
CT5

Purple
Purple
Purple
Purple
Purple
Purple
Purple
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Maroon
Maroon
Maroon
Maroon
Maroon

Delusions
Conceptual disorganization
Hallucinations
Excitement
Grandiosity
Paranoia/suspiciousness
Hostility
Blunted affect
Emotional withdrawal
Poor rapport
Social withdrawal
Difficulty in abstract thinking
Lack of spontaneity
Stereotyped thinking
Somatic concern
Anxiety
Guilt
Tension
Mannerism and posturing
Depression
Motor retardation
Uncooperativeness
Unusual thought content
Disorientation
Poor attention
Poor judgment and insight
Disturbed willpower
Poor impulse control
Preoccupation
Active social avoidance
Physical neglect
Emotional neglect
Sexual abuse
Emotional abuse
Physical abuse

associated with GP1 (somatic concern) and GP14 (poor
impulse control) and negatively associated with GP5
(mannerism and posturing). Node CT4 (emotional abuse)
is positively associated with item GP2 (anxiety), node
CT3 (sexual abuse) is positively associated with item GP3
(guilt), and node CT1 (physical neglect) is positively associated with item GP7 (motor retardation). Centrality measures of the network (see supplementary figure 1) show
that item GP9 (unusual thought content) has the highest
betweenness, closeness, and strength measures, suggesting
this is as an influential node within the network. In addition, all CT items are highly interconnected within their
given scale, implying that correlations among this subscale are much larger than correlations across scales.
Shortest Paths: CT—Positive and Negative Psychotic
Symptoms
Following the symptoms network, we constructed 5 networks that depict shortest paths between each of the 5 CT
scales and all individual symptoms of the PANSS. Due to
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Item Label

high similarities between these networks and space constraints, only 2 such networks will be described in this
section and the other networks are included as online
supplementary material. These 2 specific CT scales were
chosen because they highlight nearly all possible routes
from other trauma scales to the psychotic symptoms
as well.
The shortest path networks illustrate pathways between
the node CT3 (sexual abuse) and the positive and negative
symptoms (figure 2a), and the node CT5 (physical abuse)
and the positive and negative symptoms (figure 2b). In
other words, the networks display the shortest routes that
connect the nodes CT3 (sexual abuse) and CT5 (physical
abuse) to each individual positive and negative symptom
of the PANSS.
In figure 2a, the shortest route to reach most negative
psychotic symptoms from node CT3 (sexual abuse) is
via node CT1 (physical neglect) and GP7 (motor retardation). The shortest route from CT3 (sexual abuse) to
P1 (delusions), P3 (hallucinations), and P6 (paranoia) is
via CT4 (emotional abuse) and GP2 (anxiety), whereas
the connectivity to the remaining positive nodes P2 (conceptual disorganization), P4 (excitement), P5 (grandiosity), and P7 (hostility) runs through CT5 (physical abuse)
and GP14 (poor impulse control). Lastly, to reach node
N7 (stereotyped thinking) from CT3 (sexual abuse), the
shortest route is via node CT5 (physical abuse), GP14
(poor impulse control), and GP15 (preoccupation).
Similarly, in figure 2b, node CT1 (physical neglect) is
connected to node GP7 (motor retardation), which is in
turn connected to the negative symptoms N1 (blunted
affect), N2 (emotional withdrawal), N3 (poor rapport),
N4 (social withdrawal), and N6 (lack of spontaneity
and flow of conversation). Node CT5 (physical abuse)
appears to be associated with positive symptoms through
3 pathways: (1) CT5 connects to nodes GP1 (somatic
concern) and GP9 (unusual thought concern), which is in
turn connected to nodes P1 (delusions) and P3 (hallucinations); (2) CT5 (physical abuse) connects to node GP14
(poor impulse control), which is in turn connected to the
nodes P2 (conceptual disorganization), P4 (excitement),
P5 (grandiosity), and P7 (hostility); (3) CT5 (physical
abuse) connects to the trauma node CT4 (emotional
abuse), which is in turn connected to item GP2 (anxiety),
followed by item P6 (paranoia). The networks depicting
the shortest paths between the remaining 3 CT scales—
CT1 (physical neglect), CT2 (emotional neglect), and
CT4 (emotional abuse)—and the positive, negative, and
general psychopathology symptoms can be accessed in
supplementary figures 2–4.
In addition, taking into account previous literature that
focused mainly on positive and negative psychotic symptoms, we constructed a network that illustrates the relationship between CT and only these 2 scales of the PANSS
(supplementary figure 5). This additional step highlights
that in the absence of the general psychopathology scale,

A. M. Isvoranu et al

Fig. 2. a. Network depicting shortest paths between the Sexual Abuse scale (ie, node CT3) of the Childhood Trauma QuestionnaireShort Form (CTQ-SF) and the 2 main dimensions of the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS): positive symptoms and
negative symptoms; b. Network depicting shortest paths between the Physical Abuse scale (ie, node CT5) of the CTQ-SF and the 2 main
dimensions of the PANSS: positive symptoms and negative symptoms. Dashed lines represent background connections existent within
the network that are less relevant when investigating shortest paths; thicker dashed lines represent stronger connections. For a color
version, see this figure online.
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Fig. 1. Network depicting the 3 dimensions (positive, negative, and general psychopathology symptoms) of the Positive and Negative
Syndrome Scale and the 5 dimensions of the Childhood Trauma Questionnaire-Short Form. Symptom groups are differentiated by
colors. Each edge within the network corresponds to a partial correlation between 2 individual items. The thickness of an edge represents
the absolute magnitude of the correlation (the thicker the edge, the stronger the connection), whereas the color of the edge indicates the
size of the correlation (green for positive connections; red for negative connections). For a color version, see this figure online.

A Network Approach to Trauma and Psychosis

there is direct connectivity between CT and positive psychotic symptoms, via the nodes P6 (paranoia) and P7
(hostility). When including the general psychopathology
scale, however, this connectivity is no longer present.
Discussion

Research Implications
Even though research has so far been successful in establishing a connection between CT and psychotic symptoms,
there is limited consensus with regard to potential pathways that may account for this relationship. Supporting
the idea of an affective pathway to psychosis, previous
research found that subjects with a history of CT reported
increased negative affect, which moderated the emotional
reactivity to small daily stressors.57 Likewise, higher levels
of daily life stress sensitivity were associated with higher
levels of positive symptoms,58 and a history of life events
was found to increase the emotional reaction to daily life
stressors.23 Additionally, the relationship between sexual
abuse and psychosis was found to be mediated by anxiety
and depression.59 Our results are in line with the existence
of an affective pathway to psychosis23—trauma may lead
to psychosis through a pathway of heightened emotional
distress (eg, anxiety, tension, and depression). In the
present article, anxiety was the main link between emotional abuse and the positive symptoms cluster paranoia,
delusions, and hallucinations. Recent studies using the
experience sampling method also found that an increase
in anxiety predicts the onset of paranoid episodes.60,61
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The current article provides the first network-based analysis of the relationship between CT and psychosis. In
sum, we constructed a network that included the 3 original symptom dimensions of the PANSS interview (ie,
positive symptoms, negative symptoms, and general psychopathology symptoms). Our results show that the CT
subscales are not directly associated with any of the positive or negative symptoms—they are connected to the 2
scales only via general psychopathology symptoms. In
other words, general psychopathology symptoms appear
to mediate the relationship between trauma and psychosis. By computing shortest path networks, we illustrated
which general psychopathology symptoms are activating
different positive and negative symptoms (eg, anxiety
activating paranoia, delusions, and hallucinations; poor
impulse control activating grandiosity, hostility, and
excitement; motor retardation activating the cluster of
negative symptoms). In certain cases, a CT node is identified on the shortest pathway between another CT node
and psychotic symptoms (eg, physical neglect, emotional
abuse, and physical abuse are identified on the shortest
path from sexual abuse to psychotic symptoms). In line
with findings from previous research,24,56 this indicates
that the effects of trauma to symptoms can propagate
through other types of trauma as well.

Furthermore, unusual thought concern was the most central item in the network, indicating that it is essential in
facilitating the flow of information.
However, the current findings also suggest the existence of a connective role of other symptoms of general psychopathology (eg, poor impulse control, motor
retardation, and somatic concern). First, even though
not often investigated in relation to psychotic disorders,
one previous study identified impulsivity as a predictor
of psychotic experiences.62 Our results support these findings and suggest that poor impulse control should receive
more attention as a potential risk factor in psychosis
because it is the linking item between physical abuse and
the positive symptoms cluster grandiosity, hostility, and
excitement.
Second, motor retardation (ie, delayed or reduced
movements, speech, and decreased responsiveness to
stimuli) has long been acknowledged as a central component in major depression and bipolar disorder.63 In
a recent network article investigating the centrality of
depression symptoms, motor retardation displayed high
centrality indices and was associated with energy loss,
concentration problems, sympathetic arousal, and suicidal ideation.19 It is thus not surprising that in the present analysis motor retardation is strongly connected to
blunted affect and lack of spontaneity and flow of conversation, setting up the main pathway between physical
neglect and other negative symptoms.
Third, somatic concern and unusual thought concern
were identified on the pathway from physical abuse to
delusions and hallucinations, suggesting that overattention toward somatic symptoms may also act as a trigger of psychotic symptoms. Other potential pathways
from CT to psychosis through symptoms of general
psychopathology may exist, given that our symptom
network shows further links (eg, sexual abuse associated
with guilt). Nonetheless, these are not apparent in the
shortest path networks and as such we argue that the 3
pathways described above may be most influential in the
association of CT to psychosis—clinical practice and
future interventions may benefit from taking these into
consideration.
In addition, such findings re-emphasize the idea that
CT is connected to a wide array of symptoms that are
present in several mental conditions,64,65 and thus are not
only specific to psychotic symptoms. Indeed, CT has been
found to increase the risk of anxiety disorders, major
depressive disorder, bipolar disorder, and personality disorders.66–68 In our sample, comorbidity rates with depression and bipolar disorder were low,35 but not fulfilling
the diagnostic criteria does not imply the absence of subthreshold symptoms (eg, motor retardation is a central
symptom in depression, but also a symptom measured by
the general psychopathology scale of the PANSS).
Several limitations of the current study should be taken
into consideration. First, the majority of the sample
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Conclusions
To our knowledge, the present study is the first study to
investigate the relationship between CT and psychotic
experiences in patients diagnosed with a psychotic disorder by using the network framework. This novel alternative approach to psychopathology conceptualizes mental
disorders as causal systems of interacting symptoms. Our
results suggest that several symptoms of general psychopathology may mediate the relationship between trauma
and psychosis, providing evidence for multiple paths
between trauma and psychosis, and re-emphasizing questions regarding the specificity of trauma to psychosis.
Supplementary Material
Supplementary material is available at http://schizophreniabulletin.oxfordjournals.org.
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